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What is Graphic Design?

• Graphic Design is the art or profession of visual communication that
combines images, words, and ideas to convey information to an
audience, especially to produce a specific effect. (Random House
Dictionary)

• Graphic design is the process of visual communication and problem-
solving through the use of typography, photography and illustration.
(Wikipedia)

• γραφή - writing
• Usually 2D design



The components of a Graphic Design
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What are the Graphic Design products?

• Business Cards

• Brochures 

• Books

• Posters

• Flyers

• Magazines 

• Packaging

• Websites

• Apps

• Banners

• Emails

• User Interfaces

• Etc.
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Printed Image
Is a result  of applying ink on paper. 



Traditional Printing (Etching)





Contemporary Offset Printing Process





The Point: 

"A point is that which has 
no parts, or which has no 
magnitude.“
Euclid



Pointillism



Image printed with dots (points)

Offset Inkjet 



DPI

• «Dots Per Inch» or DPI is a term 
commonly used to determine the 
physical dot density of deigital devices: 
printers, scanners, mouses etc.  Both 
input and output. 

• DPI expresses the quantity of dots 
printed in one square inch (2,54 x 2,54 
cm)



Image resolution

Bigger DPI = Better image

For most purposes, the commonly accepted minimum print quality value is 

300 dpi. 

The value can vary: for huge posters, that are intended to be viewed from a 

distance of at least 3 meters the DPI can be less then 100.



CMYK Color Model

CMYK is an abbreviation for Cyan, Magenta, 

Yellow, Key black; CMYK refers to the four inks 

used in color printing. The CMYK color model 

(process color, four color) is a subtractive color 

model, used in color printing, and is also used to 

describe the printing process itself. 







Pantone Management System



Pantone Management System

Pantone Inc. is a corporation headquartered in Carlstadt, New Jersey. The company is best known for 

its Pantone Matching System (PMS), a proprietary color space used in a variety of industries, 

primarily printing, though sometimes in the manufacture of colored paint, fabric, and plastics.

A set of standard colors for printing, each of which is specified by a single number.

You can buy a Pantone swatch book containing samples of each color. Some computer graphics 

software allows colors to be specified as Pantone numbers. 

Even though a computer monitor can only show an approximation to some of the colors, the software 

can output a color separation for each different Pantone color, enabling a print shop to exactly 

reproduce the original desired color. 



Pantone Management System



Pantone Management System



Digital Image on Screen



Digital Image

• A digital image is a numeric representation of (normally binary) a 

two-dimensional image. 

• Depending on whether the image resolution is fixed, it may be of 

vector or raster type. By itself, the term "digital image" usually refers 

to raster images or bitmapped images.



Raster Image



What is a bitmapped image? 





Digital image - resolution



PPI

• Pixels per inch (PPI) or pixels per
centimeter (PPCM) is a measurement of 
the pixel density (resolution) of an 
electronic image device, such as a 
computer monitor or television display, 
or image digitizing device such as a 
camera or image scanner.

• There is no equivalence between DPI 
and PPI 

• A 10 × 10 - pixel image on a computer 
display usually requires many more 
than 10 × 10 printer dots to be 
accurately reproduced



PPI vs DPI



RGB Color Model

• The RGB color model is an additive color 
model in which red, green and blue light 
are added together in various ways to 
reproduce a broad array of colors. The 
name of the model comes from the 
initials of the three additive primary 
colors, red, green and blue. 

• RGB is not the only available digital color 
model. There are other models like HSL 
(Hue, Saturation, Lightness) or  Lab color 
space



RGB



The color magic



Color Gamut and Color Space Limits

• In color reproduction, including computer 
graphics and photography, the gamut, or 
color gamut is a certain complete subset 
of colors. 

• The most common usage refers to the 
subset of colors which can be accurately 
represented in a given circumstance, 
such as within a given color space or by 
a certain output device.



Color Gamut and Color Space Limits



Raster graphics

In computer graphics, a raster
graphics image is a dot matrix
data structure, representing a
generally rectangular grid of
pixels, or points of color,
viewable via a monitor, paper,
or other display medium.
Raster images are stored in
image files with varying
formats.



Raster graphics editor – Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe Photoshop is a raster graphics editor 
developed and published by Adobe Systems. 

• It can be used for photo retouching, painting 
and designing. 

• It is best to use Photoshop when the most of 
the materials are raster. 



Main raster file formats
• BMP (Windows bitmap) - handles graphic files within the Microsoft Windows OS, loseless

• JPG or JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a lossy compression method;

• GIF is in normal use limited to an 8-bit palette, or 256 colors. GIF is most suitable for storing graphics

with few colors, such as simple diagrams, shapes, logos, and cartoon style images. Due to its

animation capabilities, it is still widely used to provide image animation effects.

• PNG (Portable Network Graphics) supports eight-bit paletted images (with optional transparency for

all palette colors) and 24-bit truecolor (16 million colors). PNG is designed to work well in online

viewing applications like web browsers and can be fully streamed with a progressive display option.

• TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) – high resolution, photography standard



What to remember: 
• No compression:

1. raw

2. bmp

• Lossless compression:
1.png  (in most cases)

2.tiff 

• Lossy compression:
1. jpeg

2. gif



Raster graphic limitations 

• The raster graphic is perfect for displaying 
digitalized realistic images. 

• And it is quite bad for everything else. 

• Main problems are: 
• File size
• Flexibility (zoom) 

• When enlarging a raster image, the 
graphic software will insert new pixels by 
interpolation, substituting the missing 
information with a presumed data…

• This limit of raster graphic was 
overcomed by vector graphic.



Vector Image



The Vector: 

In mathematics, physics, and 
engineering, a Euclidean vector 
(sometimes called a geometric or 
spatial vector, or—as here—
simply a vector) is a geometric 
object that has magnitude (or 
length) and direction. 

Vectors can be added to other 
vectors according to vector 
algebra.



Vector graphics editor – Adobe InDesign

• Adobe Illustrator is a vector graphics editor 
developed and marketed by Adobe Systems.

• It can be used for logo design, single page 
layouts, illustration etc. 

• It is best to use Illustrator when the most of the 
materials are vector. 



Vector Graphic

• Vector graphics is the use of polygons to represent images in 
computer graphics. Vector graphics are based on vectors, 
which lead through locations called control points or nodes.

• The most important advantages of vector graphics are:
1. Zoom and resize as much as we like

2. Much smoller file size 



Main vector file formats

• AI (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a proprietary file format

developed by Adobe Systems for representing single-page vector-based

drawings in either the EPS or PDF formats.

• SVG (Windows bitmap) - is an open standard created and developed by

the World Wide Web Consortium to address the need for a versatile,

scriptable and all-purpose vector format for the web.



Publishing software – Adobe InDesign

• Adobe InDesign is a desktop publishing 
software application produced by Adobe 
Systems. 

• It can be used to create works such as 
posters, flyers, brochures, magazines, 
newspapers, and books.

• No other software beats InDesign when it 
comes to multi-paged projects. 



Compound file formats - PDF

• PDF (Portable Document Format) - is a file format

used to present documents in a manner independent

of application software, hardware, and operating

systems.

• Each PDF file encapsulates a complete description of

a fixed-layout flat document, including the text, fonts,

vector and raster graphics, interactive functionality,

and other information needed to display it.



Assignments:

1. Make a hand drawn sketch of your 
business card
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